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It remains to multiply the product I. IV. by that of II.

and III.

the same result as before.

281. It will be proper to illustrate this example by a

numerical application. For this purpose, let us make a=3
and b =:% we shall then have a -\- b zz 5, and a — b =:\\
farther, a* = 9, ab =: 6, and b^ z=. ^•. therefore «* -\- ab -\-

6^ rr 19, and a^ — a6 + 6^ = 7 : so that the product re-

quired is that of 5 X 19 X 1 x 7, which is 665.

Now, aP = 729, and b^ = 64>; consequently, the product

required is a^ — b^ zz 665, as we have already seen.

CHAP. IV.

Of the Division o/"Compound Quantities.

282. When we wish simply to represent division, we
make use of the usual mark of fractions ; which is, to write

the denominator under the numerator, separating them by a
line ; or to enclose each quantity between parentheses, placing

two points between the divisor and dividend, and a line be-

tween them. Thus, if it were required, for example, to

divide a -|- 6 by 6 + d, we should represent the quotient

thus ; —r-,, according to tlie former method ; and thus,
c-\-a

(a + b) ^(c + d)

according to the latter, where each expression is read a + b

divided by c -\- d.

283. When it is rec^uired to divide a compound quantity

by a simple one, we divide each term separately, as in the

following examples :

(6rt - 86 f 4t) -f- .2 = 3a - 46 + Sc-

Id" - 2ah) -^a = (t -2b
(a^ - 2a^b + '6ub') ^ a = ff - 2ab + 36*
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(4a2 _ 6a'c + 8abc) -^ 2a = 2a — Sac + ^bc

X^a^hc — 12ab'-c + IBabc^) -^ Sabc zz 3a ~ 4>b + 5c.

284. If it should happen that a term of the dividend is

not divisible by the divisor, the quotient is represented by a

fraction, as in the division of a -f- Z> by «, which gives 1 -f-

— . Likewise, («' ~ ab + b") -^ a'' = 1 j

—

-.
a a a

In the same manner, if we divide 2a -j- 6 by 2, we ob-

tain « 4" "q" • ^"^ ^ere it may be remarked, that we may

write 46, instead of -^, because {- times b is equal to -^ ; and,

in the same manner, -^ is the same as jO, and —^ tlie same
o o

as f6, &c.

285. But when the divisor is itself a compound quantity,

division becomes more difficult. This frequently occurs

where we least expect it ; and when it cannot be performed,

we must content ourselves with representing the quotient by
a fraction, in the manner that we have already described.

At present, we will begin by considering some cases in which

actual division takes place.

286. Suppose, for example, it were required to divide

(ic — be by a — 6, the quotient must here be such as, when
multiplied by the divisor a — b, will produce the dividend

ac — be. Now, it is evident, that this quotient must in-

clude c, since without it we could not obtain ac; in order

therefore to try whether c is the whole quotient, we have

only to multiply it by the divisor, and see if that mul-

tiplication produces the whole dividend, or only a part of

it. In the present case, if we multiply a — b hy c, we
have ac — be, which is exactly the dividend; so that c is

the whole quotient. It is no less evident, that

(a- -\- ab) -^ {a ^b) = a;

(3«" — 2a6) ^ (3a - 2/;) - «;

(6a^ - 9a6) -f- (2a - 3^^) - 3a, &c.

287. We cannot fail, in this way, to find a pcV.t of the

quotient; if, therefore, what we have found, when mul-

tiplied by the divisor, does not exhaust the dividend, we
have only to divide the remainder again by the divisor, in

order to obtain a second part of the quotient ; and to con-

tinue the same method, until we have found the whole.

Let us, as an example, divide a^ -f Sab -f- ^b"- by a -\- b.
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It is evident, in the first place, that the quotient will include

the term o, since otherwise we should not obtain a". Now,
from the multiplication of the divisor a -\- b by a, arises

a" -f- ab ; which quantity being subtracted from the dividend,

leaves the remainder, 2ab -[- 2b^ ; and this remainder must
also be divided hy a-\-b, where it is evident that the quo-

tient of this division must contain the term 9,b. Now, 26,

multiplied by a -|- h, produces ^ab -(- 26- ; consequently,

a -j- 26 is the quotient required ; which multiplied by the

divisor a -\- b, ought to produce the dividend a^ -\- Sab -{-

26^. See the operation.

a-l-6)a^+3a6+26X«+26
a--\- ab

^ab-\-^b^

2a6-|-26^

0.

288. This operation will be considerably facilitated by
choosing one of the terms of the divisor, which contains the

highest power, to be written first, and then, in arranging the

terms of the dividend, begin with the highest powers of that

first term of the divisor, continuing it according to the

powers of that letter. This term in the preceding example
was a. The following examples will render the process

more perspicuous.

a—b)a^- 3a'b-\-3ab^- b\a^- ^ab-\-b"~

a?— d^b

2«"64-2rt6"

ab'-h''

ab'-ly-

a-i-b)a'-—b\a— h

d'-\-ab

-ab-b"-
-ab-b"-
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3a-r26)18««- 8&"{6a+46
18a'-12a6
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l^ab-Sb^

0.

a-^b)a^-{-b\a"-ab+ b^

a^-i-a'-b

-a'b-\- b^

—a^b—ab"-

ab^+b^

0.

2a- b)8a^- 6'(4.a*

+

^ab+ 6^

8a' -4a^^

4a^6 - b^

^d^b-^ab"

^ab" - b"

^ah'-b^

a^^^ab+ 6^)a*—4a36+ 6a^6*- 4a63

+

b*(a'-2a6+ 6^

a'^^^a^b+ a^b^

-2a3J+5a26^-4a6=»
-2a36+4a*6'—2a6'

a^b^-^ab'^+b*

a^b'-^ab^+ b*

0.
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or-2ab+ W)a*+ 4a^b'+ 1 66*(«^+ 2a6+ 46^

2a^b + l6b^

2a^b-4>a'b^+8abi

16b*

4a^6'^-8a6Hl6//
4a'6^-8a63+i66*

0.

2rt>6-2a'62 + 46*

9,a?b-^a''b' + ^ab^

^a'b'-4>ab' +W
9.a'b-~A'ab^ +W

0.

1 —^x -r 0,') 1 - 5^ + 1 0*-- 1 Oo:"' + 5.r*-^( 1 - S^r + 3^- —a*
1—2x+ ^2

3^2_7^3^5_^4
3^-— 6.r^-i-3jr*

-x^+2x'-x^

CHAP. V.

Of the Resolution o/'Fractions into Infinite Series*.

289» When the dividend is not divisible by the divisor,

* The Theory of Series is one of the most important in all the

mathematics. The scries considered in this chapter were dis-


